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Abstract: The article examines how expressions of piety and protection intertwine
in the decorative programme of the Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri in Palermo.
Manfredi III Chiaromonte commissioned three Sicilian artists from 1377–1380 to
paint the ceiling of the Sala Magna, one of the most celebrated artworks in Sicily.
Frequently overlooked in scholarship, however, are the pseudoinscriptions, retro-
grade Latin, and enigmatic words and phrases painted on the ceiling. Rather than
confirm a pleonastic reading of the textual additions, this study places them in
conversation with a body of religious subjects painted in the palace, especially St.
George and crusaders battling Muslim warriors. It argues that taken together these
figural and textual interventions afford both a practical means to safeguard the
Chiaromonte against misfortune and, more abstractly, to re-imagine the family’s
history during this politically fraught moment in the Trecento.

Keywords: Sicily, painted ceiling, apotropaic, domestic piety, vernacular
architecture

1 The Palace by the Sea

Extending from the bay to the Ponte dell’Ammiraglio, the cultivated estate of the
Chiaromonte family dominated the Kalsa quarter of Palermo in the fourteenth
century. Giovanni Chiaromonte ‘il Vecchio’ (d. 1339) purchased the vast stretch
of land along the sea in the first decade of the century. Manfredi II Chiaromonte
(d. 1352), Giovanni’s son, advanced the construction of the Palazzo Chiaromonte-
Steri (today, simply called the Steri), a fortress-like edifice of three stories with a
square plan of 40-meter walls surrounding a central courtyard. Throughout the
century the Steri was the subject of various campaigns of additions and renova-
tions, although the top floor never reached completion. Between 1377 and 1380,
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count Manfredi III Chiaromonte (d. 1391), the grand admiral of the kingdom of
Trinacria,1 initiated the most well-known of these projects: the installation of a
coffered ceiling with exposed beams, painted and signed by three Sicilian
artists: “Mastru Chicu Pinturi di Naru”, “Mastru Pillir‹inu› Darenu Pigituri di
Palermu” and “Mastru Simuni Pinturi di Curiglu”, i. e. Cecco di Naro, Pellerino
da Palermo and Simone da Corleone (Figure 1).2

Figure 1: Sala Magna. View looking towards the North-Eastern wall. From this orientation, the
left section of the ceiling is called “A” and the right “B”. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri
(Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

1 Note that as part of the agreement between Frederick IV of Sicily and queen Joanna I of
Naples with papal approval, the island would be known by its ancient name, “Trinacria”, while
Joanna assumed the title ‘queen of Sicily’; see RUNCIMAN 1958; SCIASCIA 1993; SCIASCIA 1996;
SARDINA 2003.
2 Masters Cecco and Pellerino signed coffer n° 218 and Master Simone signed his name in coffer
n° 194. Throughout the article, all identification of panels and brackets will follow the number-
ing system established in the exhaustive studies GABRICI/LEVI 1932; BOLOGNA 1975.
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Manfredi served as the city’s de facto ruler, changing his residence from
Messina to Palermo in the 1350s. His patronage of Sicilian artists and contribution
to local churches in the bustling port city, in addition to the family’s broad
network of castles and palaces throughout Sicily, ensured the Chiaromonte
clan’s deep hold on the island’s Aragonese kings. In 1377, Manfredi found himself
at the apex of his career, newly invested as the count of Modica and married to
Eufemia Ventimiglia, a union that joined two great seigneurial families and vastly
expanded the Chiaromontan territories. The count’s extravagant modification of
the palace’s main hall, a space designed for the reception of visitors and the
leisure of the family, signals a continued commitment to developing his diplo-
matic and managerial position within the city. Over the course of three years of
preparation and execution, the Sala Magna was transformed from a busy atelier
into the veritable court of the Chiaromonte.3 While the family’s palaces and
castles in Caccamo, Agrigento, Mussomeli, Modica, Ragusa, Siracusa, and else-
where still stand, they played a secondary role in comparison to the Palermitan
estate and its polychromatic decorative programme.

Unfolding 8.7 meter above the viewer’s head, a vast collection of painted
wooden panels provide insight into the artistic and literary tastes of a late-
medieval aristocratic family rarely found elsewhere on the island. The exposed
surfaces of 24 beams and the coffers between them are adorned with a dizzying
array of narratives and decorative marginalia painted in tempera and articulated
with dozens of inscriptions in Latin, Sicilian, and pseudoscripts (Figure 2).4

Central beams inlaid with flanking low-relief star patterns split the ceiling into
two longitudinal sections, dramatically highlighting the geometric frame in
which the painted panels are positioned. Richly carved brackets support the
ensemble: adorned with the heraldic devices of Latin and Catalan families, these
wooden elements also serve to fix the Chiaromonte family’s place in an

3 As Ferdinando Bologna, Patrizia Sardina, and others have shown, Manfredi III styled himself
as a trenchant ruler of Palermo, responsible for shaping policies domestic and abroad, fre-
quently to the detriment of the Aragonese rulers. For example, when Frederick IV was ship-
wrecked in 1366 along the shore of Modica and Ragusa, the Chiaromonte, who controlled that
territory, forced the king to grant the islands of Malta and Gozo to them; although upon his
return to Catania, the enfeoffment was cancelled; see BRESC 1973. For a detailed study of the
Chiaromonte family see SARDINA 2003. For an understanding of Sicilian nobility in the thir-
teenth and fourteenth centuries in general consult especially BRESC 1971; SCIASCIA 1993;
SCIASCIA 1996.
4 For a complete survey of high quality photographs of the ceiling see VERGARA CAFFARELLI
2009. In-depth analysis of the ceiling and Sicilian palaces of the late-medieval period may be
found in GABRICI/LEVI 1932; SPATRISANO 1972; BOLOGNA 1975; LIMA 2006; BUTTÀ 2013b;
SCIASCIA 2015; BUTTÀ 2017.
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international network of powerful houses.5 Although the room now lacks its
sumptuous carpets, tapestries, lighting, and furniture, it is not difficult to
imagine how breathtaking the Sala Magna appeared in its fourteenth-century
context or why the Aragonese crown and the Sant’Uffizio that occupied the
palace in later centuries so carefully maintained it.6

Figure 2: Sala Magna. Foliated pseudo-Kūfic inscription decorating coffer no 242. Scenes of
romantic pursuits and military activities enliven neighbouring beams. Palermo, Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

5 TRAVAGLIATO 2006.
6 Indeed, the polychrome brilliance of the ceiling did not fail to capture the attention of
subsequent occupants of the Steri following Manfredi III’s death in 1391. Multiple campaigns
from the early fifteenth century to the present day have preserved, repaired, and even removed
some of the ceiling’s painted panels, although the vast majority of the painted components are
original. For a review of the restoration, which has undergone much intervention since its
completion in 1380, see LEVI 1925; GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 23–50; COSTANZO e. a. 2006; LIMA

2006. Licia Buttà presents an excellent summary of more recent campaigns from the late
nineteenth century to the present; see BUTTÀ 2013b, p. 69. Maintenance of this important
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At the Steri, the baronial family constructed a narrative of Sicily’s special
position between Christendom and various dynastic North African empires on the
Mediterranean frontier. I divide the following study into two sections that address
particular aspects of the Chiaromonte family’s devotional practices as represented
in the decorative commissions within this extraordinary monument. In the first
section, I place imagery of crusaders battling Muslim soldiers on the painted ceiling
in conversation with multiple iterations of the legend of St. George within the
palace complex. Perpetually subjugating their enemy on the ceiling, these crusa-
ders effectively displace historic papal hostility towards the island that came in the
form of excommunication, interdict, and – most devastatingly –crusade in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The choice of St. George as the patron saint
of a noble Sicilian family is significant: the military saint miraculously intervened
on behalf of the Normans in the battle of Cerami in 1062, and he and other haloed
riders appear in Norman commissions, such as on the “muqarnas” ceiling in the
Cappella Palatina and in the cloister of S. Maria Nuova in Monreale.7 Furthermore, I
argue that Manfredi III Chiaromonte’s decision to copy a Marian prayer from S.
Maria Nuova onto the Sala Magna ceiling, and to select St. George as the patron
saint, demonstrates not only a keen interest to reinterpret the island’s Norman
heritage but also the family’s fervent belief in the efficacy of words and images to
protect themselves from dangers both political and mundane.

In the second half of this article, I show how a constellation of apotropaic
inscriptions on the ceiling brings to light a practical means by which a family
could protect itself in late medieval Italy. Frequently overlooked in scholarship
of the Steri, pseudoinscriptions8 (both pseudo-Arabic and pseudo-Hebrew),
retrograde Latin, and enigmatic individual words and phrases on the painted
ceiling of the Sala Magna serve to locate the divine in unfamiliar or obscured

Trecento monument is ongoing. While researching between September 2013 and May 2014, for
example, the entire courtyard and the sculpted windows of the Sala Magna overlooking the
courtyard were cleaned and restored.
7 JOHNS 2015b.
8 Ettore Gabrici dedicates a chapter of the monograph to the inscriptions and pseudoinscriptions,
concluding that the texts are purely decorative and that the artists were influenced by Iberian trends,
completely ignoring the inheritance of Norman monuments, quadrilingual tombstones, and other
local evidence of Arabic and Hebrew in Sicily: ‘It is evident that the artist values a decorative intent
over the expressive value of the word. Some inscriptions present twists and swirls of letters, such
that they evoke the Arabic alphabet. The painters of the Steri, who had learned of Arab decorative
arts, either directly or indirectly by way of Catalan or Spanish models, adopted this feature as a
decorative element, andwere drawn by this trend in their inspiration to bend even themost rigid and
angular Gothic characters to the capricious sinuosity of the swirls of arabesques’ (my translation);
see GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 59. Ferdinando Bologna briefly addresses the pseudo-Arabic and other
short phrases, but generally dismisses them as ‘pleonastic’; see BOLOGNA 1975, p. 96 n. 133.
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tongues and reliable prophylactic formulas.9 Taken together these different
elements – images of crusaders paired with St. George the dragon slayer, the
Marian prayer, and pseudoinscriptions – speak to the family’s plural and com-
plex devotional practices.

2 Imagining the Crusades

A scene of battling Muslims and Christians spreads across panels no 151, 157,
163, and 169 of the Sala Magna’s ceiling, framed as discrete vignettes by
perpendicular beams along the North-Eastern section of the ceiling’s central
divider (Figures 3a and 3b). Against a forest green background and absent of
an exact indication of location or chronology, at least two artists have delicately
rendered twelve Christian knights, whose slim bodies, articulated cuirasses, and
cinched waists occupy the full vertical height of each plane. At their feet lie 21
mortally wounded Muslim warriors, identifiable as such by their banners, dress,
and weapons. Each crusader straddles or stands atop his foe, while opening his
stance to the viewer to display the spectacle of slaughter. Nearly every Christian
is presented in profile, indicating his engagement in either conversation or battle
and creating dynamism in a highly condensed space.10

9 Gideon Bohak’s state-of-the-field article provides a fascinating account of scholars’ attitudes
towards the study of Jewish magic and prophylactic practices from Antiquity into the present
and highlights the dangers associated with dismissing magical texts and objects as popular or
insignificant; see BOHAK 2009. Resistance to the study of prophylactics has steadily crumbled in
that field, as it has in Byzantine Studies, Medieval Studies, and other areas, demonstrated by
the rise of series, such as the Palgrave Historical Studies in Witchcraft and Magic or Penn State
University Press’ Magic in History. The variety of special inscriptions on the Sala Magna’s
ceiling signals an active participation in the practical form of protection transmitted in texts,
symbols, and oral practices, which flourished in the Italian Peninsula in the Later Middle Ages.
Skepticism and dismissal of such devices, stemming from the belief that piety and magic are
diametrically opposed rather than complementary, has prevented such a study from existing
until now. Of course, excellent work has been done on amulets and charms in Italy, and I thank
Heather Coffey for pointing me specifically to NAGEL 2011. While Alexander Nagel does not
address the role of Arabic and pseudo-Arabic in Sicily or Southern Italy, he notes that in Italy
‘magical charms and amulets regularly maintained textual incantations in something approach-
ing Greek or Hebrew, and often enough in mere gibberish, in the belief that the formulas lost
efficacy in translation’; see ibid., p. 232. However, while ‘gibberish’ has no sense, the use of
pseudolanguages in Sicily offers a range of meanings explored in the following study.
10 Meyer Schapiro’s discussion of the difference between a profile view and a frontal repre-
sentation offers a useful means by which to analyze these dynamic battle scenes. Citing a
stylistic shift in the Early Middle Ages from frontal depictions of Moses to his profile, Schapiro
claims that ‘… the heightened interest in action, whether in religious or secular scenes, as an
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On the left-hand side of the first panel (no 169), a fallen Muslim gesticulates with
his mouth agape as a soldier thrusts his sword into his neck; on the far right, a
knight prepares to administer a coup de grâce to an unarmed and wounded
soldier, who attempts to crawl away as blood issues from his wounds (Figure 4).
Between the three Muslim soldiers in red, a fourth dressed in green lies dead, his

Figure 3a: Sala Magna. Christian crusaders, Muslims, and Wild Men battle in five frames along
the central beams that divide the ceiling in two sections (panels no 175, 169, 163, 157, and 151).
Part of the dedicatory inscription is visible, running along the cornice of the North-Eastern wall.
Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

Figure 3b: Sala Magna. The highlighted sections of the ceiling shows where these scenes are
located. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (VERGARA CAFFARELLI 2009, p. 42 sq., here
modified).

objective engagement in which the actors move in a common space of their own and are
attentive to each other without confronting the viewer of the image as in the theme of state’;
see SCHAPIRO 1996, p. 55. Many thanks to Sam Barber for sharing this reference.
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wound graphically accentuated by centuries of moth damage to the wooden
panel.11 Another knight holds his kneeling foe in place, easing his sword from
the chest cavity after delivering a deadly thrust from a high angle. As his entry and
exit wounds erupt, the defeated warrior sticks out his tongue, a gesture of defiance
and obscenity; he manages to grasp firmly his teardrop-shaped shield emblazoned
with a crescent, an explicit symbol of his Muslim faith to viewers below. To a great
degree, this vignette mirrors the scene on a perpendicular panel (no 167) in which
Tristan raises a sword above his shoulder and attacks a reeling dragon. The visual
symmetry is no accident, but emphasizes the potential danger of the task at hand
and binds the two heroes in their quest to defeat a great threat.

Standing in the foreground, the Christian knights in the second panel (no

163) wear brightly coloured faulds and breastplates and hold unsheathed swords
in varying positions (Figure 4). Consistent with the other three panels, the artist
presents the warriors as a cohesive unit, demonstrated through their monumen-
tality, shared palette, and frontality; however, he lends them personality
through a sensitive treatment of facial hair, eyes, and gestures. Behind them,
three slaughtered Muslims lie with their arms crossing their chests, blood pour-
ing from wounds. A fourth kneels decapitated in the far left corner, his head
resting at the ground line below.

Figure 4: Sala Magna. Against a background devoid of scenery on panels no 169 (left) and 163
(right), Christian knights monopolize the viewer’s attention, engaging Muslim warriors in a
great battle. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri, Sala Magna (Photograph © Kristen E. G.
Streahle).

11 On the extent of the moth damage to the ceiling see COSTANZO e. a. 2006.
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A second artist, distinguishable from the first by a flatter treatment of the
figures, different fashion choices – belts and short tunics – and the inclusion
of crutch crosses, painted the third and fourth panels (no 157 and 151). In
panel no 157, no active violence is depicted; rather, we witness a moment after
the delivery of fatal blows (Figure 5). Along the ground line, the viewer
encounters the horrific destruction and mutilation of bodies: one man curls
into a ball, another is split in two from the crown of his head to his chest, a
third receives a thrust to the face, and a fourth figure braces his body between
two crusaders’ legs – his severed head floats in the air. A second decapitated
head has come to a rest along the extreme right of the ground line, its body
nowhere to be seen.

The fourth frame of the battle sequence (panel no 151) presents the aftermath of
an ambush (Figure 5). As in the other panels, these three victorious Christians
threaten to break through the vertical limit of the framed space as they stand
atop a cluster of eight prostrated enemies. With crosses embellishing their
shields and breastplates, they identify their task clearly within the realm of a
pious military enterprise. Neither in this scene, nor in any others, does any
Christian knight exhibit a scratch or a blood splatter, while the contrast between
the white turbans and red garments of the Muslims only accentuates the gravity
of their wounds.

While we cannot know whether the scenes make reference to a specific
battle in Sicily or abroad, the presence of Christian crusaders decimating Muslim
troops could recall and rewrite moments of extraordinary importance for the

Figure 5: Sala Magna. The artist of panels no 157 (left) and 151 (right) clearly marks the
victorious soldiers as Christians. Thick crosses with serifs are painted in black or white on their
shields, cuirasses, and belts. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri, Sala Magna (Photograph ©
Kristen E. G. Streahle).
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Chiaromonte clan given their personal participation in various crusades.12 Ezio
Levi suggests that the crosses displayed on the soldiers’ chests and shields recall
the order of Manfredi III’s great-great-grandfather, Federico I (d. before 1286), a
recipient of a papal rose from Honorius III during the Fifth Crusade for fighting
“contra saracenos et infideles et scismaticos”,13 the very terms in which crusa-
ders would be rallied to ‘retake’ Sicily in the late thirteenth century. In addition
to identifying the soldiers as Christians, a cross sewn onto the right shoulder,
back, or chest protected them against expected peril. During the medieval
period, the efficacy of such crosses was frequently bolstered with portable
amulets written on paper or carved in stones or gems.14 The viewer might not
have known of the deeds of either Federico, but they would have recognized the
importance of the cross and the clear message of a ‘just war’ attractively placed
near the Sala’s dedicatory inscription.15 Furthermore, the battle may make
reference to the brother of Giovanni ‘il Vecchio’ and Manfredi ‘il Vecchio’,
Federico II (d. 1311 or 1313), who left money in his will to outfit four crusaders
should the need arise.16 The honour of the blessed rose and the considerable
cost of maintaining ready warriors in the thirteenth century situated the inheri-
tors of the Chiaromonte name well within the realm of heroic lay piety.

12 Jacqueline De Weever notes a similar phenomenon in the poem La Chanson de Roland (ca.
1100) supposedly composed by Turoldus: ‘Roland’s story appears to be an example of the past
remade to fit the realities of Turoldus’s present because the Basques, and not the Spanish
Arabs, ambushed the French rearguard in the Pass of Roncesvalles in 778’; see DE WEEVER

2006, p. 6.
13 According to Gordon Campbell, a golden or papal rose is ‘a flowering ornamental rose made
of gold, decorated with gems, and mounted in a vase. Golden Roses have for centuries been
blessed by popes on Rose Sunday (the fourth Sunday in Lent) and then presented to rulers and
communities who have served the Church. The origin of the practice is unknown, but in 1049
Pope Leo IX described it as an ancient institution’; see CAMPBELL 2003, p. 348. If a papal rose
were bestowed upon the Chiaromonte family, one wonders where it has gone. I have not, as yet,
been able to locate much information regarding its movement across the thirteenth or four-
teenth centuries. For mention of the Chiaromonte’s rose see GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 77 sq.
14 GAPOSCHKIN 2013. As discussed below, many of these known protective phrases were
painted on the Steri ceiling, testifying to their potency within a fixed architecture environment,
as well.
15 The inscription with its missing letters supplied reads “ANNO DOMINI MILLESIMO

TRECENTESIMO SEPTVAGESIMO SEPTIMO INDICTIONE QVINTADECIMA MAGNIFICVS DOMINVS

MANFREDVS DE CLAROMONS [!] PRESENS OPVS FIERI MANDAVIT FELICITER . AMEN”. The project’s
completion is indicated along the South-Eastern wall (to the left of the entrance): “ANNO DOMINI

MILLESIMO CCC LXXX PRIMO IVLII TERCIE INDICTIONIS OPVS COMPLETVM”; see GABRICI/LEVI 1932,
p. 65; BOLOGNA 1975, p. 3.
16 GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 77 sq.
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Forever fulfilling their vows and forever remitted from sin, the pilgrim-
warriors on the ceiling remind viewers of the intense ritual developed around
the institution of crusade well into the fourteenth century.17 Sicily’s role in the
crusades, however, was complex. Although the island’s Norman heroes in the
mid-eleventh century helped shape papal calls for war that began with pope
Urban II’s Council of Clermont in 1095, Sicily’s rulers often found themselves at
odds with the Holy See. In the thirteenth century, the popes excommunicated
truculent pretenders and kings including Markward of Annweiler, Frederick II,
Peter III, and Frederick IV; sometimes, as in the case of Frederick II, excommu-
nication was declared more than once, and – extraordinarily – multiple inter-
dicts included the island’s whole population.18

The most extreme of punishments wrought against Sicily, however, came in
the form of calls-to-war during which the island itself became a site of crusade,
and pilgrim-warriors from elsewhere in Christendom were promised privileges in
exchange for bringing the rebellious territory back into the fold.19 One of the

17 GAPOSCHKIN 2013.
18 From its establishment in 1130, the kingdom of Sicily and the papacy had a fraught relation-
ship. Interdicts plagued the island in the thirteenth and fourteen centuries. In 1227, Gregory IX
excommunicated Frederick II for his unwillingness to participate in crusading efforts. The same
year Frederick travelled to Acre to negotiate a truce with al-Kāmil, and for doing so, he was
again excommunicated; see TAKAYAMA 2010.
19 A complex and well-studied phenomenon, the crusades encompass a series of military
events spurred by the papacy and a number of secular rulers with the aim of repossessing
the Holy Land, wresting it from Islamic rule. While most studies focus on the maintenance of
Crusader States in Jerusalem, Acre, Tripoli, etc. We should recognize that the maintenance of
Christendom closer to home was of similar importance. Of particular interest is the manner in
which the rhetoric of crusade was turned against Christians, such as the Albigensians, who
were deemed a heretical tumor within Christian-ruled regions in Western Europe. Organized
military assaults on behalf of the Holy See against Southern France, Sicily, and the Iberian
Peninsula gained steam in the beginning of the thirteenth century when the Church underwent
significant reforms, spurred by new mendicant orders, such as the Dominicans and Franciscans.
According to Nora Berend, ‘there is no consensus about the meaning of the term: ‘frontier’ can
stand for boundaries; areas of open expansion; zones of contact where trade, ideas or religions
unite rather than divide areas; sets of attitudes about other people; and ‘frontier societies’
which are said to have had certain characteristics of their own, such as an organization focused
on war, and specific mechanisms of negotiation and mediation’; see BEREND 2002, p. X.
Numerous volumes of specially edited journals and books have brought together scholarship
devoted to this theme. Robert Bartlett and Angus MacKay’s edited volume focuses particularly
on the conflicts and communities in the British Isles, the Iberian Peninsula, Germany, and the
Balkans; see BARTLETT/MACKAY 1989. David Abulafia and Nora Berend’s edited volume con-
tributes much-needed studies of the Mediterranean border regions; see ABULAFIA/BEREND 2002.
Jonathan Riley-Smith’s treatments of heretical Christians in Western Europe was particularly
helpful for this study; see RILEY-SMITH 1999a.
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most memorable crusades in which the island participated was not fought in the
Holy Land or North Africa, but at home against fellow Christians. During the
War of the Sicilian Vespers (1282–1302), Sicily was seen as a major obstacle to
the goal of Christian – especially papal and Angevin – expansion, as well as to
the internal stability of Christendom, forcing the papacy to halt resources that
went eastward. Revolting against the rule of Charles I of Anjou, Sicilians asked
Constance, the grand-daughter of Frederick II and, therefore, a legitimate heir to
the throne, and her husband Peter III of Aragon for intervention. In retaliation,
pope Martin IV and Charles declared a holy war against them both.20 The
frontier kingdom was, thus, compelled to simultaneously promote crusades in
the Eastern Mediterranean, while defending its own shores from crusaders.

The violent depiction of crusading adventures on the ceiling boldly manip-
ulates the viewer’s memory, ignoring the past disobedience of Sicily’s inhabi-
tants, and even of the Chiaromonte themselves, who defended their city when
the papacy and Angevins of Naples launched multiple campaigns against them
in the first half of the fourteenth century. Niccolò Speciale di Noto, the viceroy
of Aragonese Sicily in the early fifteenth century, reports in the Historica Sicula
that during the 1325/1326 incursions in Palermo, Giovanni II Chiaromonte (d.
1342), the father of Manfredi III, ‘ordered the very paving of the stones of the
city’s streets and squares be dug up, for use as projectiles against the Angevin
besiegers.’21 Despite these setbacks, Trecento archival sources, art, and archi-
tecture demonstrate Sicilians’ enthusiastic endorsement of crusades in the
Holy Land and within Christendom, providing the papacy with financial sup-
port and provisions of armed military and ships. In the final quarter of the
century, the family championed the routing of Muslims and heretics alike. This
emerges not only in their violent reflection upon the crusades, but in their
patronage of St. George and the inquisitor St. Peter of Verona, the latter of
whom, according to Jacobus de Voragine, ‘could easily lay bare the heretics’
deceptions’ and ‘sought out the heretics wherever they were, giving them
neither rest nor quarter.’22

20 For exhaustive studies of the War of the Sicilian Vespers see AMARI 1886; MOTT 2003.
21 BACKMAN 1995, p. 72. Throughout the fourteenth century, Sicilians were subjected to multi-
ple papal interdicts as the Angevin and Aragonese crowns, the Papal States, and so-called Latin
families battled for control of the island. On April 17, 1339, for example, Teobaldo, the arch-
bishop of Palermo, announced an interdict written by pope Benedict XII, a strong supporter of
the Angevins; it would not be lifted until Clement VI did so on July 13, 1347; see SARDINA 2003,
p. 14–19.
22 IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1998, p. 425, English translation IACOBUS DE

VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1993, 1, p. 257.
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3 St. George and the Chiaromonte

The Chiaromonte’s personal investment in the crusades is further evident in
their devotion to St. George, whose story appears twice in the Sala Magna, as
well as in a frescoed “sopraporta” installed above the interior of the palace’s
main entrance. At least one more image of the holy rider is missing: a fifteenth-
century inventory mentions him in the private chapel dedicated to St. George,
where a much-damaged apse painting of St. Peter Martyr and John the Baptist
flank the Virgin Mary and Child.23 Positioned above the palace’s entrance, on the
reception room’s ceiling, and in the private chapel, St. George was a constant
presence in the busy lives of the admiral’s family.

St. George played a critical part in the Norman conquest of Sicily when he
came to their aid in 1063 during the battle of Cerami against Muslim Sicilians.
Simone da Lentini, in his fourteenth-century vernacular translation of Geoffrey
Malaterra’s account,24 records the miraculous appearance of St. George that
follows a rousing speech by the knight Ursellu di Balirosi to his faltering
comrades: ‘And saying these words there appeared among them a knight upon
a horse outfit for battle who shone upon his white steed with a banner in his
hand with the sign of the cross [sc. ‘upon it’] … .’25 Weeping with joy, the army
cried out ‘Deu, Deu, et Santu Georgi’, and they proceeded to win the battle that
prompted pope Alexander to send the papal banner in recognition of the
Normans. Those who shed their blood were remembered, too, in churches
devoted to the warrior saint. For example, in a chrysobull of June 1141, king
Roger II confirmed the privileges and territory of St. George of Tròccoli, stating
that in the time of his father, count Roger

23 SCIASCIA 2015, p. 31.
24 GAUFREDUS MALATERRA De rebus gestis 1927–1928; GAUFREDUS MALATERRA De rebus gestis
2016; SIMONE DA LENTINI Lu Libru. I express my thanks to John Aspinwall for discussing Lu
Libru with me.
25 The extended text in ch. XIII reads: “‘O Cavaleri fortissimo di la militia Christiana, che siti
signati di lo signu di Cristu, confortativi, et aiati speranza in Deu onnipotenti, chi nullo chi appi
speranza in Deo, fu mai confuse: arricordativi di Gedeon chi cu lo ayuto di Deo non dubiatao cu
pocu agenti a cumbattiri cu milli milia agenti, et appindi la vittoria.’ Et dichendo quisti paroli,
apparsi intra di loro uno Cavaleri armato a cavallo chi splendia supra uno cavallo blancu, cu
una bandera in manuu cu lo signu di la Cruchi, et apparsi chi nexissi di la agenti di li Normani.
Zò videndo, foro multo allegri et gridaro: Deu, Deu, et Santu Georgi; per grandi gaudiu
lacrimaro per devotioni; et andando comu aju ditto confortati, andaro contra l’hosti: fu visto
supra la bandera di lo Conti in la asta uno pinnuni cu armi fatti a cruchi: et zò non potia esseri
si no miracolo solamenti da Deu mandato”, SIMONE DA LENTINI Lu Libru, p. 36.
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devoted no ordinary effort to the construction of splendid, pious foundations or, better, to
the building of monasteries destroyed by the godless Hagarenes, and to the care and
provision of the monks who were serving there, so that they might pray more fervently for
the knights who had died on the island delivering the Christians, for general peace among
Christians, and for the remission of his sins. Therefore, when he had built, along with others,
the aforesaid church of the saint and great martyr George in the district of Sciacca, and had
established it as a monastery in memory of the Christians who had been killed there, he
endowed it with sufficient lands and described their boundaries.26

For the Chiaromonte, the patronage of a locally effective saint enabled them to
lay a strong claim to the warrior and deeply entrench themselves within the
rhetoric of crusade and early Norman history.

Although the panels are heavily damaged, an expanded narrative of St.
George is portrayed in panels no 97 and 246 on the painted ceiling of the Sala
Magna. The saint’s pious adventures are clearly based on the Dominican
Jacobus de Voragine’s Legenda aura, compiled around 1260, in which he
confirms St. George’s role in the conversion of a pagan kingdom and his
participation in the crusades (Figures 6 sq.).27 The action unfolds in two
scenes, which are now attached in reverse order.

Figure 6a: Sala Magna. The expanded narrative of St. George rescuing the princess of Trebizond
stretches across panel no 97. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © VERGARA
CAFFARELLI 2009, p. 114).

Figure 6b: Sala Magna. Knights defend the castle from the walls as the dragon attacks, one
holding a sword and shield and another grasps the banner of St. George, shown with colours
inverted on panel no 246. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © VERGARA
CAFFARELLI 2009, p. 115).

26 VON FALKENHAUSEN e. a. 2016, p. 7.
27 IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1998, p. 391–398, English translation IACOBUS DE

VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1993, 1, p. 238–242.
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In the first scene of panel no 246, soldiers defend the kingdom with sword,
shielding a crenellated parapet pieced with three square windows; the banner of
St. George – colours inverted – waves from the walls, perhaps as an indication
to the viewer of events to come or as a conflation of these soldiers with
crusaders. The dragon flies towards them from its cave near a lake: its undulat-
ing body, highlighted with thin white brushstrokes, mirrors the body of water
gushing between two craggy outcrops from which small green plants spring. The
artist has taken care to guide the dragon’s whipping tail above three trees, each
of which are haloed in white blossoms. From its scaly breast, the monster
exhales venomous breath over the kingdom’s inhabitants. In the next scene,
butterflies flit from leaf to variegated leaf, and, although there is a dramatic
visible shift between the rocky landscape and this woodland scene, these
fantastically-coloured leaves appear in the second half of the story on panel
no 97.

From the safety of the palace walls, the princess’ parents watch in horror
as their daughter kneels in a forest to await her demise; her hands are lifted
in supplication, a nod to her imminent salvation and conversion. These three
figures remain static: All eyes are directed toward George on his steed, who
has found the princess exposed and roaming outside the walls. The artist
captures a sense of great energy expressed in the violent S-curve of the
dragon, George’s bent and raised arm, and the rearing horse. Although the
composition is a near copy of the first series of paintings – from the tail
curling to the dragon’s right to the choppy water rushing from between the
rocks – here George’s spear brings the dragon to the ground. Pierced through
the mouth and head, the beast extends both wings in an effort to regain
balance.28

In the Legenda aurea, de Voragine prefaces this successful adventure with
an etymological study of the name ‘George’ that firmly establishes him as a holy
wandering warrior:

28 Jacobus de Voragine supplies the details excised from the ceiling: Managing to subdue the
monster, George asks the princess to harness it with her girdle, and she leads it about the
kingdom like a ‘little dog on a leash’. This has been a visual motif since the beginning of
George’s cult in the early eleventh century, as seen in an over-door fresco in the Alaverdi
Monastery in Georgia. According to de Voragine’s legend, George promises the king that he will
slay the monster by sword, but only on the condition that the kingdom converts to Christianity;
the king agrees and twenty thousand men are baptized, IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea
1998, p. 393 sq., English translation IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1993, 1, p. 239 sq.
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… the name comes from ‘gerar’, holy, and ‘gyon’, struggle; so a holy fighter, because he
fought against the dragon and the executioner. Or George comes from ‘gero’, pilgrim, ‘gir’,
cut off, and ‘ys’, counselor, for he was a pilgrim in his contempt for the world, cut off by
gaining the crown of martyrdom, and a counselor in his preaching of the Kingdom … .29

Before he recounts the next legend of St. Mark, de Voragine underscores
George’s importance to crusaders, describing a miraculous event that he attri-
butes to the History of Antioch, in which St. George appears to a priest:

He told the priest that he was Saint George, the captain of the Christian host, and that if the
Crusaders carried his relics to Jerusalem, he would be with them. Then, when they had laid
siege to the city, they did not dare mount the scaling ladders in the face of the Saracens’
resistance; but Saint George appeared to them wearing white armor marked with the red
cross, and made them understand that they could follow him up the walls in safety and the
city would be theirs. Thus reassured, the army took the city and slaughtered the Saracens.30

In the other representation of the military saint, painted on panel no 34, the rider is
placed in a verdant landscape framed between two fruit-bearing trees; the beast’s
massive tail curls against the belly of St. George’s steed, who attempts to sidestep

Figure 7: Sala Magna. St. George spears a dragon on panel no 34. Palermo, Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

29 IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1998, p. 391, English translation IACOBUS DE

VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1993, 1, p. 238.
30 IACOBUS DE VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1998, p. 398, English translation IACOBUS DE

VORAGINE Legenda aurea 1993, 1, p. 242.
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the monster (Figure 7). This elegant rider does not have a halo or a military cloak,
and so a number of options exist for his identity, which could serve to ‘romanticize’
St. George, as seen in other dragon-slaying escapades on the ceiling. Since the
figure does not have an accompanying label, it is best to rely on the information that
we know about the family. Their particular devotion to St. George and his mission to
convert pagans and miraculously appear in military campaigns seems most attrac-
tive, and both of these tasks are represented in the act of slaying the dragon. The
perfect example of a courtly hero, George protects the Lady and saves the kingdom,
converting thousands in the process. As holy pilgrim of the painted ceiling, he
wanders as do so many other knights bearing the Chiaromonte arms, illuminating
the intertextuality of the ceiling’s paintings.

4 The “Sopraporta” of ‘St. George and the
Dragon’

We find the most dramatic example of Chiaromontan patronage of St. George not in
the Sala Magna, but instead in an isolated frescoed lunette on the interior of the
palace’s threshold, where the saint protects those coming and going from the grand
admiral’s estate (Figure 8). He is framed with red, white, and yellow bands, a
convention ubiquitous in medieval frescos gracing churches throughout the island,
such as San Giovanni degli Eremiti in Palermo and Santo Spirito in Agrigento. On

Figure 8: Threshold. St. George occupies a place of honour, the lunette above the main
entrance. He protects himself with a shield bearing the Chiaromonte coat of arms. Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Lisa Jordan).
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the other side of the palace’s vestibule, facing the interior of the courtyard, a
second “sopraporta” depicts a “sacra conversatione” in which St. John the
Baptist and Peter of Verona flank the Virgin and Child. Given that few extant
noble residences survive from fourteenth-century Sicily, the fresco and ceiling
panels gives us critical information about the placement and types of paintings
deployed in the home. Moreover, these frescoes reveal the depths of Chiaromontan
patronage within the palazzo and the extent of their pro-crusades agenda.

In the act of lancing the dragon, St. George defends himself and his dappled
steed with a shield emblazoned with the Chiaromonte crest. One can posit a
reciprocal relationship between the Chiaromonte and St. George that toys with
time’s plasticity and the importance of memories made sharp with violence: the
family deftly inserts itself into the saint’s heroic quest in Sicily, where the saint
rode among their ancestors. At the same time, George is pulled from the past
into the complex issues surrounding their shifting allegiances between the
Angevin-papal alliance and the Aragonese rulers. Depicted within the Steri,
George does not participate in the island’s battle against Angevins and crusaders
sent by the papacy at the beginning of the Trecento, but he recalls early
moments of shared jubilation.31

Considering the other “sopraporta” on the interior of the courtyard, one
might also argue that St. Peter of Verona contributes to the family’s larger
project to solidify its position within the bosom of the Church. An ardent
preacher against heresy, specifically that espoused by the Cathars, Peter
received his palm of martyrdom in 1252, on the road from Como to Milan. At
the Steri, Peter wears his Dominican habit, a beard, and a tonsure. In his left
hand he holds the Gospels; a hint of the cloth in which it was wrapped dangles
from his fingers. He offers his martyr’s palm to the Virgin and Child with his
right, and Christ lifts his arms to receive it (Figure 9). Blood pours from the

31 Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood’s work on representations of plural and non-linear time
are particularly informative in this regard: ‘Historical style, the ‘look’ of a remote place or time,
became one of the possible contents of the painting. From this point on, any painting that stages past
events in modern garb and surroundings has to be suspected of sophistication, that is, knowing
exactly what it is doing, before it is accused of negligence or indifference’; see NAGEL/WOOD 2010,
p. 35. Rebecca Corrie shows that in the Bible New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. 60 commis-
sioned in the court of the Sicilian king, Frederick III, the illuminator depicted the Sicilian king in the
role of Old Testament hero Naum, the text of which recounts the rescue of Jerusalem from the
Assyrians, a common analogue to theMuslim threat espoused by Christian polemicists. Riding a war
steed and leading the charge to protect the city, the king depicted wears Western battle attire and
carries the red and white banner of St. George and a matching shield. Corrie suggests that the
illumination has a direct relationship to Frederick’s battle for Sicily during the Vespers, as well as his
intervention in the Eastern Mediterranean for possession of Jerusalem; see CORRIE 2013, p. 77–81.
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martyr’s head where the sword of Carino Pietro da Balsamo remains deeply
lodged, its tip pushing through the confines of Peter’s halo. On the opposite
side of the Virgin, St. John points to himself and holds a scroll reading:

† EGO V/OX : CLAMAN/TIS : I/N DE/S‹ER›TO :/ PARAT/E VIA‹M› :/ D‹OMI›NI.32

As a set of martyrs, John, George, and Peter offer to the Chiaromonte their example
of steadfast faith and heroism in the face of persecution and tribulation. Together,
the crusaders and St. George on the ceiling, and the “sopraporte” and chapel
imagery of St. George and the Virgin and Child with St. John and Peter of Verona
accomplish multiple and parallel purposes: 1) they prioritize Sicily’s past victory
over its Muslim rulers, glossing over the irrecoverable losses of Jerusalem and the
Holy Land following Frederick II’s intervention, 2) they shift attention away from
the devastating crusade against Sicilians during theWar of the Vespers, and 3) they
advocate for the eradication of heretics sheltering within Christendom.

5 Interpreting the Crusades

Omitting the Vatican’s condemnation of Sicily and its resistance to Angevin rule,
the compact imagery on the ceiling evokes the island’s crusading efforts, like
those experienced by Manfredi’s great-great-grandfather. At the very least,
the artists confirm the vigor with which the Chiaromonte desired to transport

Figure 9: Courtyard. St. John the Baptist and St. Peter of Verona petition the Virgin. Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

32 GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 71 sq.
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and re-imagine an earlier crusader narrative, one that elides the conversion of
Sicily from Muslim leadership to legendary Norman rule within the larger
Mediterranean project, for continuous reenactment on the ceiling. The selective
curation of images refocuses the viewer’s attention, encouraging him or her to
associate the victorious warriors and St. George with the family, as well as to
confirm Sicily’s full embrace of Christianity and a critical distance from its
Islamic past evidenced in the need for a vernacular translation of the history
of Norman occupation in the fourteenth century.

In addition to serving the local needs of the Chiaromonte family, mem-
ories of and creative responses to the crusades were preserved in a variety of
artistic, literary, and performance media. Among the most colourful repre-
sentations of holy warfare in the late fourteenth century, Canto XXVIII of
Dante’s Inferno imagines Muḥammad’s injuries as an embodiment of his
schismatic faith in the ninth pit of Hell. Henri Bresc’s survey of medieval
library inventories reveals that the Commedia reached a high status in
Palermo, approaching that of the Latin classics.33 The morbid wounds
displayed by Muḥammad and ‘Alī and their fellow residents in the ninth
“bolgia” are described as battle wounds that they themselves reaped: disem-
bowelment for challenging the authority of the Church’s teachings and mis-
leading followers with false prophecy:34

While I [sc. Dante] was caught up in the sight of him,
he looked at me and, with his hands, ripped open
his chest, saying: ‘See how I rend myself,
see how mangled is Mohammed!
Ahead of me proceeds Ali, in tears,
his face split open from chin to forelock.
And all the others whom you see
sowed scandal and schism while they lived,
and that is why they here are hacked asunder.’35

33 Henri Bresc counts thirteen examples, including one owned by Johannes de Abbatellis at the
Palazzo Cefalà (only steps from the Steri) as well as in the library of archbishop Matteo della
Porta in 1377; see BRESC 1971, p. 55 sq.
34 Rather than provide what would be an extensive bibliography on this canto here, I refer the
reader to COFFEY 2013. For a condensed study see TOORAWA 1992.
35 Inferno XXVIII 28–36: “Mentre che tutto in lui veder m’attacco, / guardommi e con le man
s’aperse il petto, / dicendo: ‘Or vedi com’ io mi dilacco! / vedi come storpiato è Maometto! /
Dinanzi a me sen va piangendo Alì, / fesso nel volto dal mento al ciuffetto. / E tutti li altri che tu
vedi qui, / seminator di scandalo e di scisma / fuor vivi, e però son fessi così”, DANTE ALIGHIERI
Inferno, p. 474.
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The dramatic presentation of Muḥammad’s open chest36 is foregrounded in
the canto with the recollection of four historic battles, two of which were
driven by the desire to control Sicily and Southern Italy: the Norman con-
quests in the mid-eleventh century and the celebration of Charles of Anjou
over Manfred and Conradin in the late thirteenth century. Fourteenth-century
commentators, such as Jacopo della Lana, Guglielmo Maramauro, and
Benvenuto da Imola, among others, document where Dante drew attention
to the most noteworthy moments in the conquest of Sicily. Among a new
vision of the ‘nine worthies’, Robert Guiscard earns a place in Paradiso XVIII
48 for his efforts to release Sicily from Islamic rule.37 He and his cohort are
described foremost as warriors on the frontlines in the war between Ecclesia
and the infidels.

Many manuscript illuminations of Muslims in the Western tradition presented
them as worthy and formidable enemies of Christian soldiers. Others include
attributes and features, such as clubs or nudity, similar to those given to the
monstrous races, representing what Debra Strickland calls a ‘pictorial code of
rejection’.38 In the Grandes Chroniques de France, updated between 1364 and
1380 by Charles V, visibly terrified soldiers of Charlemagne confront dismounted
‘Saracens’ of Córdoba, who wear masks of demonically contorted faces and
horns.39 These mighty warriors display the very language of monstrosity used by
Christian polemicists (Figure 10). Commenting upon this martial theatricality,
Jeffrey J. Cohen observes that ‘without reference to the surrounding text, a medie-
val observer of the minutely rendered scene might not guess that the Saracens are
wearing masks, for their caricatured corporeality is wholly consonant with other

36 For a close reading of this episode and the art that emerged from it, see Heather Coffey’s in-
depth analysis. Addressing the specific mutilation of Muḥammad’s body as explored in Dantean
illuminations and fresco cycles, she identifies this moment as an inversion of the “šaqq aṣ-ṣadr”
(splitting of the chest), when the Prophet’s heart was removed and purified for reception of the
Qurʼān; see COFFEY 2013.
37 Each commentary is available on the homepage of the Dartmouth Dante Project: http://
dante.dartmouth.edu.
38 STRICKLAND 2003, p. 159.
39 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. fr. 2813, fol. 119r. I deploy the term ‘Saracen’
here to maintain the register used in the writing of the fourteenth century. An enormous
amount of scholarship is available on the use and misuse of this identifying label. For a brief
introduction to the term see COHEN 2001; DE WEEVER 2006. Strickland acknowledges that ‘the
term ‘Saracen’ (‘Saraceni’, ‘Sarrasins’, ‘Sarazins’), while sometimes applied to other non-
Christian or ‘pagan’ groups, was used very consciously in literary, legal, and theological
contexts to refer to followers of Islam’; see STRICKLAND 2003, p. 165. For a longer study of the
ethnonym see TOLAN 2012.
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textual and pictorial representations of Muslims as a monstrous, racial other.’40 In
contrast, the artists of the Sala Magna’s ceiling do not situate their Muslim knights
within a monstrous or mighty ‘Saracen’ framework. They do not depict the ‘spec-
tacularly embodied otherness’, of which Cohen speaks.41 Instead, the enemy is
obliterated, and the paintings deliver rich commentary on the minimal threat of
Islam. Violently silenced, these Muslims pass away in the manner of other enemies
and traitors represented on the ceiling.

Such antagonistic depictions of Muslims in the art and literature of the late
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries responded to the changing relationship that later
rulers of Southern Italy and Sicily cultivated with the Muslims of Italy in comparison

Figure 10: Grandes chroniques de France, Paris, 1375–1380. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de
France, Ms. fr. 2813, fol. 119r, detail (http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84472995/f245.
item, here modified).

40 COHEN 2001, p. 122. Images elsewhere in the manuscript, such as those on fol. 118r and 121r,
present Muslim warriors in a less monstrous form.
41 Ibid., p. 114.
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with the eleventh or early twelfth centuries. Muslims certainly were not absent from
late medieval Italy, but navigated a network of kingdoms, communes, and feudal
territories as merchants, ambassadors, servants, and slaves.42 Forms of recreational
violence against them, however, also found their way onto medieval streets. During
military parades in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, mock tilts were con-
structed to encourage horsemen to test their skill against the quintain, or “sara-
ceno”.43 In an anonymous fifteenth-century “cassone” panel from Florence, women
lean out of windows adorned with elaborate tapestries to watch a very elegant man
lunge at a dark-skinned “saraceno”, a painted and dressed target that has received
an unsettlingly fleshy and realistic painterly treatment (Figure 11). Similar activities
were practiced in Spain, where staged battles between Christians andMuslimswould
punctuate religious celebrations.44 The “saraceno” of the tilt is a fragmented stand-
in, a metonymic representation of the challengers of Church authority; attacking it
provides an opportunity to display chivalric codes of behavior within a Christian
society. The artists of the Steri ceiling, however, did not paint a tilt game, but a
bloodbath; and the Norman, Staufen, and Angevin regimes in Sicily dealt with the
real presence and eventual devastation of its Muslim population.

Figure 11: Anonymous, Tilting at the Quintain, Florence, fifteenth century. Formerly Paris, Musée
du Louvre, current location unknown (BASKINS 2005, p. 98 fig. 3).

42 TAYLOR 2003, or for a condensed assessment TAYLOR 2007.
43 BASKINS 2005, p. 88.
44 LUYSTER 2008.
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Such a Sicilian history is reshaped on the ceiling within a Chiaromontan
worldview. The panorama of warfare signals the family’s valorization of an
athletic form of Christianity, whereby the crusaders champion God in the
oaths they have sworn, the crosses they display, and the bloodied swords and
shields they bear. In the adoption of St. George as a patron saint and his
repeated appearance on the ceiling, as well as the donation of their escutcheon
to his shield, the family emphasizes its defensive reflex and Christian military
strength to those visiting the Steri.

6 Murmured Prayers and Polyglot Signs

Deliveringmaximum damage to the head, mouth, and throat, the Christian soldiers
and St. George quell the lives and schismatic speech of their Muslim opponents.
This reading, however, is complicated by the ceiling’s delicately rendered letter-
forms that imitate Arabic and Hebrew script. The following section considers the
phenomenon by which pseudoscripts and other texts on the ceiling – both real and
imaginary – straddle the boundary betweenmagic and prayer, bestowing the space
with a prophylactic function.45 Protection is guaranteed not only by the wide
distribution of pseudowords but also by a manipulated Bible verse and a Marian
invocation. Although these prophylactic methods had wide currency in late med-
ieval Italy, the most remarkable of these – the pseudo-Kūfic inscriptions –must be
understood primarily within the art and architecture of Sicily before turning to their
function elsewhere in Italy and the Mediterranean.46

6.1 Latin Inscriptions

The majority of inscriptions on the ceiling are written in Latin using a refined
Gothic hand, beautifully spaced with recognizable ligatures and abbreviations in
golden or white tempera against an olive or black background (or vice versa).
Other kinds of Latin texts perform a different function. Occupying decorative
brackets, coffers, and beams, single words and truncated phrases serve as

45 BOHAK 2009.
46 Kūfic describes a particular style of Arabic calligraphy that adopts 17 shapes without dots to
represent the 28 letters of the alphabet. For an exceptionally rich introduction to Arabic
calligraphy and epigraphy see SOURDEL-THOMINE e. a. 1986. On the ceiling, pseudoscripts
appear on the following panels n° 69, 111, 117, 165, 194, 200, 206, 224, 230, 242, and 272, as
well as brackets n° V-B and VI-B.
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mnemonic devices spurring the memory of the viewer to recall longer prayers
and biblical passages and to capture their tongue and imagination.47 In addi-
tion, nonsensical words, such as the repetition of syllables on both sides of
bracket no V-B are endowed with a power in their articulation – and, perhaps,
in their literal value: with “AMAMAMAM” painted on one side and
“MARMAMAMAR” on the other, a strange configuration invites the reader to
murmur aloud (Figure 12).48

Figure 12: Sala Magna. Golden letters outlined
in red read “AMAMAMAM” and “MARMAMAMAR”
on the bracket no V-B. The next bracket to the
right, no VI-B, figures a highly stylized pseudo-
Arabic script, similar to that used on coffer no

117, which shares space with pseudo-Hebrew
inscriptions constrained by lozenges. Palermo,
Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph ©
Kristen E. G. Streahle).

47 For a discussion of the use of mnemonic ceiling phrases see BLOOM 1983, p. 18.
48 One can easily appreciate the rhythmic, repetitive quality of sound produced by these two
strings of letters. This kind of letter play is deployed in the production of amulets, as demon-
strated in the text of column 8 on the recto side of the Canterbury amulet transcribed by SKEMER

2006, p. 303: “ab / abr / abra / abrac / abraca / abracal / abracala / abracalab / abracala /
abracal / abraca / abrac / abra / abr / ab”. On the wooden ceiling of Nicosia Cathedral (Sicily),
the paintings of which have been dated to the fifteenth century, two strings of letters that defy
easy interpretation, point to a similar interest in word puzzles, that I have yet to untangle: one
reads “AMCMUI MMA MMMOR MTIMAMA” and a second echoes the phrase on the Steri “AMAMA

MAMA MAMA MAMA”; see DE FRANCISCO 1997, p. 66.
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A number of Latin phrases, chosen for their protective potential, are found
juxtaposed with the pseudo-Arabic or on a coffer or panel. Many of these
carefully selected words were taken from a pool of apotropaic phrases, which
were sewn into the pockets of crusaders, engraved onto blades of swords, and
etched into ring bands. For example, surrounding coffer no 224, which shares
space with a thickly painted pseudoinscription, a retrograde text reads:
“TABIMURO / LLI MUIDEM REPS / NEISNART / METUASUSPI”. When reversed,
Lc 4, 30 is revealed: “Ipsus [!] autem transiens per medium illorum ibat” –
‘But he passing through the midst of them went his way’ (Figure 13). Lc 4, 30
concludes an episode in which Christ is nearly thrown from a cliff for his

Figure 13: Sala Magna. Perhaps the most illustrative of artists’ engagement with writing, a
section of ceiling spanning from coffer no 224, where a pseudo-Hebrew script is juxtaposed
with retrograde Latin, to coffer no 242, which features a particularly sensitive example of
foliated pseudo-Kūfic. Between them, on coffer no 230, Latin confronts a string of pseudo-
Arabic words, similar to those found in coffers no 200 and 206. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-
Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).
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proselytizing, but manages to venture safely to Capernaum, where crowds
witness the power of His words: “et descendit in Capharnaum civitatem
Galilaeae ibique docebat illos sabbatis et stupebant in doctrina eius quia in
potestate erat sermo ipsius” – ‘And he went down into Capernaum, a city of
Galilee: and there he taught them on the sabbath days. And they were aston-
ished at his doctrine: for his speech was with power’ (Lc 4, 31 sq.). Throughout
the remainder of the chapter, Jesus exorcizes, heals, and preaches – sometimes
with his words and sometimes by other means – while astonished observers
ask “quod est hoc verbum quia in potestate et virtute imperat inmundis
spiritibus et exeunt” – ‘What word is this, for with authority and power he
commandeth the unclean spirits, and they go out?’ (Lc 4, 36). On the ceiling,
the verse is pronounceable when read backwards, broken up into chunks of
letters, and although these ‘words’ seem meaningless, its retrograde order
endows the phrase with more vigor, beautifully bridging faith and magic.

The popularity of Lc 4, 30 in the fourteenth century is evidenced by diverse
media in which it was included, especially on small portable objects, such as
rings, engraved amulets, and textual amulets. Commenting on the potency of
the phrase ‘But he passing through the midst of them went his way’, Don C.
Skemer explains that:

Merchants, soldiers, and wayfarers were wont to wear these words while traveling,
convinced that by doing so they too would be blessed with divine protection.
Liturgical formulas celebrating Christ’s power, such a ‘† christus vincit † christus
regnat † christus imperat’, were used in late medieval amulets, as they had been
centuries earlier in apotropaic inscriptions during the Crusades. Textual amulets
incorporated liturgical formulas, appeals for divine blessing, and fundamental prayers
because it was natural for the faithful to wear powerful words heard in church and
known by heart.49

Critical for the preservation of its occupant, for example, a complete suit of
armour from one of the vogts of Matsch, preserved in the Castle of Churburg
in South Tyrol, features this verse, etched in minuscule on a hatched
ground.50 The band of a gold ring in London (Victoria and Albert Museum,
inv. no 88–1899), possibly made in Italy during the Trecento, offered protec-
tion to Galgano di Cicho, who engraved his name and merchant mark on the
bezel and the verse on the ring’s hoop (Figure 14). England furnishes addi-
tional amulets that employ this phrase in a prophylactic capacity: gold
nobles with the verse were brought into battle from the reign of Edward III

49 SKEMER 2006, p. 90.
50 ETTLINGER 1939, p. 160 sq.; MANN 1941, p. 754.
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through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.51 On the ceiling, the
babbling syllables and the retrograde Latin reinforce each other, demanding
the viewer to decode their meaning. Thus, layers of mystery are available for
those able to unravel significance in groupings of syllables, words, phrases,
and symbols. Painted on the ceiling or stitched into a shirt, the phrases
promise safety to those who place their faith in protective words.

In a 1932 monograph study of the ceiling, Ezio Levi mentions a significant
number of painted panels and ceiling brackets inscribed with similar preserva-
tive texts, which had been removed from the Steri and other Palermitan resi-
dences. Although he only discusses them in terms of their decorative purposes,
their inscriptions indicate that the phenomenon of prophylactic texts on ceilings
was not limited to the Chiaromonte’s commission. From the late nineteenth
century, the detached pieces were housed in the Sala Araba of what is now
the Museo Archeologico Regionale ‘Antonino Salinas’ in Palermo.52 The out-
break of the Second World War forced the dismantling of the room, and much of
its contents either came to the depository at Palazzo Abatellis – Galleria
Interdiciplinare Regionale della Sicilia or have not yet been located.53

Currently housed at the Galleria, two wooden ceiling brackets from the fif-
teenth-century Palazzo Vatticani, located only 500 meter from the Steri, demon-
strate a continued interest in the juxtaposition of Latin with a pseudolanguage:
in one niche, a thin inscription combines pseudo-Arabic and pseudo-Hebrew
script on a scroll; on the other side, another unravels reading “A TE LEVAVIT

ANIMA” (Figure 15). Similar phrases remain in situ on the Sala Magna’s ceiling,

Figure 14: Gold ring of Galgano di Cicho, Italy, ca. 1300–1400. London, Victoria and Albert
Museum, inv. no 88–1899. (http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O118960/ring-unknown/).

51 Helen Farquhar quoted in ETTLINGER 1939, p. 161.
52 GABRICI/LEVI 1932.
53 DE LUCA 2013, p. 131. These remain in storage at the museum: 12 (inv. n° 11574 to inv. n°
11583, inv. n° 11609 and inv. n° 11610) are located in the “magazzino marmi”, and others await
cleaning in other rooms.
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including “VERBVM CARO FACTVM EST” (coffer no 212), “QVI SEQVITVR ME” (coffer
no 260), and “VOX CLAMANTIS” (coffer no 296).54 This suggests a shared body of
amuletic verses and petitions from which patrons picked for inclusion on the
ceiling, as well as the possible repetition of inscriptions on the Sala Magna’s
ceiling.

6.2 A Petition to the Virgin Mary

The most direct appeal for protection against evil on the ceiling is directed to the
Virgin in cosmological language (Figure 16). A Latin prayer greets the visitor at

Figure 15: Scrolls displaying pseudo-scripts and Latin grace two ceiling brackets with a possible
provenance of the fifteenth-century Palazzo Vatticani in Palermo. Palermo, Galleria
Interdisciplinare Regionale della Sicila – Palazzo Abatellis, deposit (Photograph © Kristen E. G.
Streahle).

54 “Et vidimus gloriam …”, “Gracie et veritatis alumna sui filii unigeniti …”, “Qui sequitur me …”,
“Vox clamantis in deserto …”, “Verbum caro factum est …”, “Laudamus Dominum …”, “Stultus
tacuerit sapiens reputabitur …” among others; see GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 59 n. 5.
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the hall’s entrance from the exposed walkway overlooking the courtyard,
painted on the bottom faces of beams in stark white and bordered with a pattern
of blue and red dots outlined in white:

O PATRIS ET PROLIS CONCORDIA NEXVS AMORQVE HVIVS / AB AVCTORE SALE MALA CVNTA

RETORQVE ‹JHESV›S MARIA / ‹SPONSA TVE PROLIS O VIRGO PVERPERA SOLIS / PRO CVNCTIS

ORA SED› PLVS PRO REGE LABORA : JHESVS M‹ARIA JOSEPH›.

O Harmony of Father and Son, connecting tie and love of Him, / turn away all evils by your
authority, Mary, / Spouse of your offspring. O Virgin, great with the Sun / pray for all, but
more work for the King: Jesus, Mary, Joseph.

Despite damage to the ceiling, the second half of the prayer can be supplied,
since it is adapted from the interior lintel of the Western entrance of Santa Maria
Nuova in Monreale, a Benedictine foundation established by king William II
(1166–1189) located only a few kilometres from Palermo.55 Set in mosaic above

Figure 16: Sala Magna. Four beams bear a petition to Mary to protect the household from evil:
“O PATRIS ET PROLIS CONCORDIA NEXVS AMORQVE HVIVS [panel no 287] / AB AVCTORE SALE MALA

CVNTA RETORQVE ‹JHESV›S MARIA [panel no 293] / ‹SPONSA TVE PROLIS O VIRGO PVERPERA SOLIS

[panel no 144] / PRO CVNCTIS ORA SED› PLVS PRO REGE LABORA : JHESVS M‹ARIA JOSEPH› [panel no

138]”. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

55 GABRICI/LEVI 1932, p. 97. The verse in the Cathedral is slightly different, labelling the Virgin in
celestial terms: “SPONSA SVE PROLIS O STELLA PVERPERA SOLIS / PRO CVNCTIS ORA SED PLVS PRO

REGE LABORA” – ‘Bride of her offspring, Star, bringer forth of the sun, pray for all, but [even] more
work for the king’; see BORSOOK 1990, p. 57.
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Bonanno Pisano’s massive bronze doors (1185), the words emphasize the
Virgin’s role as a sacred vessel through which God was made flesh. In the
lunette above the text, she holds the Christ Child, who offers a benediction.

One could argue that the Chiaromonte translated the prayer from the thresh-
old of the church to the hall with the same motivation with which St. George
found a place above the interior of the palace’s portal. According to the letters of
pope Gregory XI written between 1371 and 1382, the great cathedral had fallen
into disrepair and Gregory suggested that its monks be redistributed to other
foundations. In 1370 the Chiaromonte family sacked Castello di San Benedetto
(colloquially known as Il Castellaccio), a defensive structure at the summit of
Monte Caputo used primarily by the church’s visiting monks.56 Seizing control of
the castle from Angevin control, the family secured an ideal position overlook-
ing Santa Maria and, indeed, the entire Conca d’Oro, the fertile territory between
Monreale and Palermo. The Chiaromonte family sought extraordinary protection
for itself through the translation of the verses from Santa Maria Nuova, a
Norman foundation built at the behest of the Virgin, to their grand hall.57 As
chaperones of the kingdom, guided by the watchful eyes of the Virgin herself,
the family petitioned for safety and protection as royal and religious authority in
the region declined.58

6.3 Pseudo-Kūfic and Pseudo-Hebrew Inscriptions

In addition to Latin inscriptions, pseudo-Arabic inscribed in golden paint and
outlined in red decorates 13 coffers and one bracket. Each coffer on the ceiling is
divided into two sections, resulting in the juxtaposition of two pseudoinscrip-
tions in several instances (Figure 17). Brushstrokes approximate Kūfic script, a

56 LIMA 1991, p. 13.
57 As many religious institutions in the Middle Ages claimed, miraculous circumstances
prompted the building frenzy that established Santa Maria Nuova, which is dedicated to the
Feast of the Assumption. One day, king William fell asleep while enjoying the royal hunting
grounds a few miles outside of Palermo. In a dream, the Virgin appeared and told him of a great
treasure beneath him, and she instructed William to use the gift to spread Christianity. These
funds, ostensibly, covered the construction costs and sumptuous embellishments of the church,
royal palace, surrounding walls, bishop’s house and convent; see ibid., p. 7.
58 The ‘king’ mentioned on the ceiling must have been Frederick IV, who died on January 27,
1377, the same year the paintings were commissioned, establishing a terminus ante quem for
inclusion of the prayer.
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calligraphic form used from the eighth until the eleventh century for writing the
Qurʼān, later becoming popular for epigraphic use.59 The artists of the Steri
ceiling experiment with other types of pseudo-Arabic as well, suggesting their
study of a variety of sources from which to copy (Figures 13 and 18).

They render these glittering letterforms with floriated and foliated details
and fluid handling; pseudowords repeat and mirror each other, and for the most
part they use legible Arabic letters and particles. For example, “lammā” ( امل ) is
written with the medial “mīm” (م) in two positions; “lā” (ال) receives multiple
embellishments, among other configurations. In some cases, the words follow a
pattern that Richard Ettinghausen identifies as the ‘tall-short-tall syndrome’, in
which two extenders are connected with a low medial letter, usually in the form
of “lām-mīm-alīf” ( امل ). 60 This device was widely used in the Mediterranean from
the eleventh century onwards and, thus, sets the Steri inscriptions within a
broader tradition of pseudowriting. Several pseudo-Kūfic phrases are punctu-
ated with diacritical marks, confirming that this body of text was modeled on
available examples of Arabic script, although the likely visitor to the Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri could not read it.

It is clear from the inscriptions’ arrangement and reflective colour scheme
that the pseudowriting was styled to capture the viewer’s attention. The signa-
ture of Master Simone provides a particularly playful example (panel no 194).
Instead of using the script reserved for the other masters’ signatures, the letters
“r”, “s”, and “t” display sharp angles, taking their cue from the pseudo-Arabic
inscription sharing the coffer (Figure 19).

Figure 17: Sala Magna. Pseudoinscriptions in Arabic and Hebrew occupy nearly one quarter of
the coffers, the spaces between beams, on the ceiling. Each coffer is divided into two sections,
sometimes resulting in the juxtaposition of different pseudoscripts and Latin. Palermo, Palazzo
Chiaromonte-Steri (VERGARA CAFFARELLI 2009, p. 42 sq., here modified).

59 ETTINGHAUSEN 1976; PORTER 2010a; PORTER 2010b.
60 ETTINGHAUSEN 1976, p. 29.
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Another distinct pseudoscript occupies medallions on coffers no 69, 111, 117, 135,
and 272 (Figure 20). Twisted and molded like metalwork, these inscriptions are
painted in gold and outlined with a dark pigment, and they often share a coffer
with another pseudoscript. Kurt Erdmann catalogues this kind of script as a
variation of ‘tall-short-tall syndrome’; however, pseudo-Hebrew seems to be an
appropriate analogue language based on the consistent squaring of each letter.61

The Jews of Palermo formed a vibrant community, maintaining their own
synagogue and slaughterhouse. They participated in many aspects of Sicilian
economy, although they were frequently targeted in attacks in the fourteenth

Figure 18: Sala Magna. Coffer no 117 (top) features an angular broken script, imitative of Hebrew
letters, in one half of the space, while the other half displays an elaborate example of the so-
called tall-short-tall syndrome, also seen on bracket VI-B. Coffer no 111 (bottom) shows two
kinds of pseudo-Hebrew script contained in lozenges. On the left, the broken script bears
resemblance to the pseudo-Hebrew script in coffer no 117 just discussed. The neighbouring
script is also pseudo-Hebrew, but is written in cursive, approaching the look of a ‘Greek key’
shape. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

61 Ibid., p. 37. Via personal correspondence, Linda Safran confirmed that ‘reversed script and
other ‘magical’ and interpretive methods are very common in Jewish writing’ (email April 21,
2014). She elaborates on this aspect of practical and personal piety further, especially in a
chapter on domestic rituals; see SAFRAN 2014, p. 176–208. See also RODOV 2013, p. 462: ‘Any
representation of Hebrew writing in Christian art, irrespective of the legibility of the words and
sentences in a particular work, is usually charged with symbolic connotations. The symbolism
derived from the ambivalent Christian perception of the Hebrew language as the sacred tongue
of Scripture and the historical people of Israel, the biblical Holy Land; as the either exotic or
enviable language of Judaism and the Jews; or as a tongue possessing magic power’.
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Figure 19: Sala Magna. The pseudo-Arabic script that shares space with the signature of Master
Simone on coffer no 194 (top) also shares many letter shapes with the pseudoinscription of the
neighbouring coffer no 200 (bottom). Although the artists render the inscriptions with a different
thickness of line, they demonstrate an interest in the medial shapes of letters and the aesthetic
potential of the space where letter shapes cross. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaromonte-Steri (Photograph
© Kristen E. G. Streahle).

Figure 20: Sala Magna. Pseudoscript, most likely imitating Hebrew, is identifiable within
lozenges on coffers no 111, 117, 135, 224, and 272. In each case, it appears in one half of the
coffer, while the other side features pseudo-Arabic. Coffer no 224, however, features both
pseudo-Hebrew and a Bible verse written in retrograde. Palermo, Palazzo Chiaroamonte-Steri
(Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).
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century. Producing and circulating a large number of medical, legal, and reli-
gious texts, the artists of the Sala Magna could have had access to Hebrew in
manuscripts, as well as on tombstones or at the many shops along the via dei
Pisani or via dei Catalani, only steps away from the Steri.62 The addition of
pseudo-Hebrew suggests a strong willingness on the part of Manfredi to adopt
protective devices from all available sources.

6.4 Sources of Pseudo-Kūfic in Sicily

Creating a textual frame around the coffers, the pseudoinscriptions are designed
to be seen and ‘read’, but the appearance of Arabic on a late medieval Sicilian
ceiling is best understood with a fuller appreciation of Southern Italy’s relation-
ship with the language. Arabic facilitated the administrative and cultural
mechanisms of a succession of autonomous North African administrations in
the late ninth through eleventh centuries, as well as the Norman and Staufen
courts until Frederick II exiled Sicilian Muslims to Lucera in Apulia,63 and its use
had long lasting effects. By way of example, coins manufactured under Aġlabid
rule after the conquest of the island in the first half of the ninth century, the
quarter-“dīnār,” better known as the “tarì”, circulated well into the thirteenth
century, maintaining all the while its Arabic legend.64

A large collection of medieval funerary inscriptions and inscribed col-
umns collected from Sicily and North Africa in the Galleria Interdisciplinare
Regionale della Sicila, housed in Palazzo Abatellis in Palermo, provides an
important body of works with which to compare the Steri inscriptions
(Figure 21).65 The variety of floriated and foliated Kūfic, that is, text decorated
with floral and vegetal flourishes, offers a rich vocabulary of typographic
features available for selective adoption on the ceiling, such as a trefoil
lobes capping letters and highly stylized “lām-mīm-alīf” ( امل ) groups. It is
from such local remains that the artists of the Sala Magna most likely

62 MANDALÀ 2013, p. .
63 TAYLOR 2007, p. 72.
64 DE LUCA 2010, p. 115. Many thanks to Lev Kapitaikin for sharing this reference.
65 With the permission of the museum, Dana Katz and I are currently in the process of
cataloguing this collection of valuable but understudied Islamic funerary objects, which will
include RTI (Reflectance Transformation Imaging) studies of a selection of them. I am pro-
foundly grateful to Evelina De Castro and Salvatore Pagano for encouraging this study, allowing
me uninhibited access to these remarkable objects, as well as offering their friendship to me
during my stay in Palermo (2013/2014). A number of these inscriptions have been catalogued
and edited in AMARI 1875–1879, 2.
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reconstructed their pseudo-Arabic inscriptions, which very closely approxi-
mate Arabic in form and style.

Other portable objects inscribed with Arabic, although more difficult to date,
offer examples of the vast circulation of practical apotropaic texts in the
Mediterranean. Talismans, for example, included text written positively and thus
were directly legible.66 Small protective lead objects featuring qur’ānic verses and
protective texts written in Arabic have been excavated around Agrigento and dated
to the Islamic and Norman periods, the composition of which demonstrates a
uniquely Sicilian typology.67 Maria Amalia De Luca suggests that the development
of the lead talisman in Sicily, characterized by a line of Kūfic text framed by a
decorative border within a rectangular matrix, represents a novel transition from
fragile paper talismans. One Sicilian example, possibly from Agrigento, is stamped
on both rectangular faces with qur’ānic verses: on one side, sura 113 (“al-Falaq” –
‘The Dawn’) invokes the protection of God from the different manifestations of evil,
including that ‘of sorceresses, spitting on knots;68 on the other side, sura 112 (“an-

Figure 21: Carved funerary tombstones and inscribed marble columns from Sicily and North
Africa await reinstallation. Palermo, Galleria Interdisciplinare Regionale della Sicilia – Palazzo
Abatellis (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

66 Seals, on the other hand, carried formulae cut negatively into metal and polished gems,
such as carnelian and quartz, for the purposes of stamping. They include an attestation of the
owner’s faith and name; see DE LUCA 2013.
67 DE LUCA 2004. I thank an anonymous reviewer for recommending this article to me.
68 ‘Repeat: ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of dawn, / from the evil of His Creation, / from the evil
of nightgloom when it blots, / from the evil of sorceresses, spitting on knots, / and from the evil
of the envier when he plots’’, TOORAWA 2002, p. 55.
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Nās” – ‘Humanity’)69 proclaims the oneness of Allāh (Figure 22). Sura 112 may also
appear with suras 113 and 114 (“an-Nās”), as part of the “mu‘awwiḏatan”, the ‘two
suras of taking refuge from evil’. After the revelation of the “mu‘awwiḏatan”, the
prophet Muḥammad himself exclusively recited them and encouraged others to do
so repeatedly for protection. Furthermore, sura 12, may be included as part of the
“mu‘awwiḏatan” to ‘ward off evils and mischief that may befall the innocent, the
unwary, the vulnerable and the unprotected’.70

Around the Mediterranean Sea, Arabic speakers consciously and ubiqui-
tously manipulated inscriptions on objects. These items served a similar magical
or apotropaic function to the qur’ānic amulets, finding purchase, in some cases,
for their high quality production, but primarily for their assumed efficacy. Prayer
bowls from twelfth-century Egypt and the Levant and onward were decorated
with different kinds of script in a combination of legible inscriptions in “nasḫī”
script, such as qur’ānic quotations, and illegible text in cartouches – similar to

Figure 22: Lead talisman, possibly from the region of Naro (Agrigento), twelfth or thirteenth
century (DE LUCA 2004, p. 371 fig. B 2).

69 ‘Repeat: ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of humanity, / the King of humanity, / the God of
humanity, / from the evil of the Whisperer, stealthily / whispering in the hearts of humanity, /
of jinn and humanity’’, ibid.
70 Ibid., p. 59.
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the rectilinear script on the ceiling – or other framed devices as linear Kūfic.71

Featuring a continuous baseline, linear Kūfic on thirteenth- and fourteenth-
century amulets may be written ‘in positive or in reverse, perhaps as a way of
further obfuscating the text of rendering it more ‘magical’’.72 While the text does
not have an intelligible message, the words are still pronounceable. The advan-
tage of having such a script was not lost on artists working in predominantly
Latin-speaking regions. So often are the precious coffers from Limoges,
Agrigento, and Naples trimmed with delicate pseudo-Kūfic bands that Venetia
Porter claims this kind of decoration simply de rigueur.73

In Sicily under the Normans, Arabic script was used as a sign of authority,
faith, tradition, and education,74 and in the capital city of Palermo Arabic
inscriptions served functional and ecclesiastical purposes, adorning a number
of twelfth-century palaces and churches.75 Mouthpieces of the buildings them-
selves, the monumental dedication friezes at the Cuba and the Zisa, proclaimed
the valour of the king and the delights of the kingdom. The “muqarnas” ceiling
of the Cappella Palatina showcases a list of attributes and well-wishes in its
honeycomb niches, similar to those on the famed mantle of king Roger II, as
well as pseudo-Arabic words. The marble frieze of the Cappella Palatina dares
the visitor to kiss the building, as if it were the Ka‘ba.76 At the Martorana, hymns
in Arabic are painted in golden letters against a blue background and fit into the

71 Venetia Porter explores the use of such strings of letters in the context of small, portable
amulets and demonstrates that the presence of letters in reverse or as a mirror image on the
amulet enhances the text’s power within an Islamic context. These small objects received
considerable attention as a science (“sīmiyā’” or “‘ilm al-ḥurūf”, literally ‘the science of letters’),
reaching its height in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Examples of contemporary uses of
linear Kūfic exist in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ‘which includes groups of letters
and numbers around a central roundel’; see PORTER 2010b, p. 133.
72 Ibid., p. 132.
73 See, for example, the bibliography in PORTER 2010b for further reading on Kūfic script.
74 For example, a number of Sicilian church charters from the twelfth century are written in
Arabic. Jeremy Johns and Alex Metcalfe have discussed their importance to those communities
in subsequent generations. Although the custodians of these institutions could not read the
documents, the fact that they were written in Arabic lent considerable authority to them; see
JOHNS/METCALFE 1999.
75 For a general appreciation of Norman-Sicilian monuments consult KRÖNIG 1965; BASILE
1975; BELLAFIORE 1990. Many wonderful studies exploring Sicilian medieval architecture are
available, only a few of which will be mentioned here: for the Cappella Palatina see TRONZO
1997; KAPITAIKIN 2003–2004; GRUBE/JOHNS 2005; for the Cefalù Cathedral see BORSOOK 1990,
p. 6–16; for the Monreale Cathedral see KITZINGER 1960; SALVINI 1962; KRÖNIG 1965; for Santa
Maria dell’Ammiraglio (the Martorana) see KITZINGER 1990.
76 JOHNS 2015a, p. 131.
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interior of a dome and stunning marble columns inscribed with the “šahāda”
stand intact in the narthex.77

These monuments were in continuous use throughout the fourteenth cen-
tury, a fact evident in unexpected ways. On the ground floor of the Zisa, a
pleasure palace constructed by king William I shortly before his death in 1166,
an elaborate Arabic inscription in “nasḫī” script sculpted the façade in stucco
belts, skipping across the delightful two-story Fountain Room.78 A niche in the
Southern hall on the first floor bears the stemma of the Chiaromonte family
(among others), reminding us that we should not see the Norman monuments as
static relics of the twelfth century, but built environments used and re-invented
in subsequent centuries.79 Such inscriptions advertising the glory of God or the
might of the Norman kings were not foreign to baronial families, but served as
inspiration for a transformation of a language found in fragments and fully
intact inscriptions around the city.

The Steri itself is situated in the Kalsa district, the former administrative
seat of the Fāṭimid regime. Recent excavations reveal a glass factory active
from the tenth through eleventh centuries, and, according to Francesca
Spatafora and Emanuele Canzonieri, the Chiaromonte built an indoor garden,
a “viridarium”, on the furnaces.80 Relics of these periods most likely emerged
during the garden’s construction in the early fourteenth century, offering
further physical and visually compelling evidence of the city’s complex past.

Furthermore, abundant pictorial evidence suggests that Arabic was an
appropriate language to adopt within devotional settings elsewhere in late
medieval Italy, and many scholars of the Middle Ages and Renaissance have
devoted pages to this phenomenon.81 Wall paintings in churches spanning the
eleventh through fourteenth centuries in Southern Italy and Sicily at Matera,
Otranto, and Modica, elucidate the facility with which artists steeped in the arts
of multiple confessions in medieval Italy used pseudo-Kūfic and other scripts to
signal a particular place in the world where biblical narratives occurred.

77 AMARI 1872.
78 BELLAFIORE 1978; CARONIA 1982; STAACKE 1991.
79 The Zisa remained within the patrimony of the king throughout the thirteenth century. A
diploma of king Peter from September 12, 1282 names, for example, Nicolò Joppulo as castellan
of the royal palace, the Cuba, the Favara, and the Zisa. In 1325, Angevin troops plundered the
countryside surrounding the palace, while in the late fourteenth century, we see those lands
recovered enough for Frederick III to promise its proceeds to “cavaliere” Thomeo di Geremia in
1367; see BELLAFIORE 1978, p. 23.
80 SPATAFORA/CANZONIERI 2012, p. 261. Many thanks to Dana Katz for sharing this reference.
81 SAFRAN 1992; FONTANA 1999; MACK/ZAKARIYA 2009; CASKEY 2011; NAGEL 2011.
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Overwhelmingly, pseudo-Kūfic inscriptions from the mid-thirteenth century
on the peninsula appear in paintings of the Madonna and Child. Dozens of
painted panels hanging in Italian museums feature this creative device. Arabic,
it is clear, appeared in Italian churches not as the language of God or an
Islamicizing element but as a sign of early Christian history in the Holy
Land.82 In addition to gilding and intricate stamping, haloes were most likely
to receive a pseudoinscription, highlighting the figure’s access to the divine. In
Salerno (Museo Diocesano), the Master of the Pietà paints figures in ‘Pietà e
Santi’ (late fourteenth century) with thick inscribed haloes, each one featuring a
different pseudoscript. The Museo di Capodimonte in Naples hosts a number of
works by fourteenth-century Florentine artists stamped with pseudo-Kūfic halos,
which encircle the heads of the Virgin and her companions, as well as delicately
course along the embroidered hem of garments. In paintings of the Virgin,
artists active in the mid-fourteenth century, such as Bernardo Daddi, Roberto
d’Oderisio, and Jacopo del Casentino, imagine her garments enlivened with
“ṭirāz” – inscribed embroidery circulating from the ninth century onwards
(Figures 23 sq.).83 A cultivated audience would recognize that such materials

Figure 23: Roberto d’Oderisio, Madonna dell’Umiltà, tempera on panel, Naples, 1340–1345.
Naples, Museo di Capodimonte (Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

82 WALKER 2008, p. 33; WALKER 2015, p. 100.
83 For a close reading of a “ṭirāz” fabric at the Los Angeles CountyMuseumofArt see KERNER 2007.
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were likely meant to imitate silks circulating in the Mediterranean and sought
after by the cosmopolitan residents of Venice, Florence, Naples, and Palermo.84

The inclusion of pseudo-Arabic became increasingly widespread in the
fifteenth century. Andrea del Verrocchio’s ‘David’ sports “ṭirāz” along his
garments and the tops of his boots in a script approximating “ṯuluṯ” script.85

A “tondo” from Ferrara now in Houston (Museum of Fine Arts, The Edith A. and
Percy S. Strauss Collection) wonderfully illustrates the antiquating character of
pseudo-Arabic. The script, a continuous line of exaggerated extenders, encircles
‘The Meeting of Solomon and Sheba’, each figure representing the Old Law and
Pagan Law, respectively. So rather than functioning as a generically exoticizing
device, pseudo-Kūfic helps the viewer to comprehend immediately the temporal
and geographic specificity of the moment. The script is not randomly adopted,
but, in these cases, a visually striking presentation of the sacred language of
holy figures and events.

Returning to the Palermitan palace, it does not seem likely that Manfredi III was
interested in exoticizing or Islamicizing the space. In the dedicatory inscription, he
clearly celebrates the initial work on the ceiling, as well as the date of completion:

Figure 24: Roberto d’Oderisio, Madonna dell’Umiltà, tempera on panel, Naples, 1340–1345,
detail of the Virgin’s mantle embroidered with golden “ṭirāz”. Naples, Museo di Capodimonte
(Photograph © Kristen E. G. Streahle).

84 KINOSHITA 2004; BURNS 2006.
85 MACK/ZAKARIYA 2009, p. 157.
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ANNO DOMINI MILLESIMO TRECENTESIMO SEPTVAGESIMO SEPTIMO INDICTIONE QVINTADECIMA

MAGNIFICVS DOMINVS MANFREDVS DE CLAROMONS [!] PRESENS OPVS FIERI MANDAVIT

FELICITER . AMEN.86

The script, therefore, does not serve to beguile the viewer into assuming that
the Steri is actually a Norman palace; any praise for the enormous efforts of the
painters should be directed to Manfredi. It is logical that the inscriptions, free
of any single meaning, carry multiple significances and associations. The
multitude of pseudoinscriptions stamped on the ceiling invites the viewer to
forge a connection with the Holy Land, with the inheritance of Norman archi-
tecture, with the graphic slaying of Muslims by the crusaders. The artists drew
upon the multitude of amulets, charms, and inscriptions87 – a legacy of Arabic
writing – in Palermo to produce a phenomenal and unique work of art. Local
and foreign, mystical and familiar, the material objects carrying Arabic and
pseudo-Arabic in Sicily are reconfigured on the Sala Magna’s ceiling, adopting
the prestige and strength found in unutterable words for the benefit of those
gathered below.

7 Conclusions. The Grand Admiral’s Amulets

The survival of apotropaic texts in various conditions in Italy and the
Mediterranean demonstrates that cultic verses were not restricted to the merely
superstitious or less-educated. Uncritical belief in them, however, provided
fodder for entertaining tales documented in medieval vernacular texts. In
Decameron IX 5, Bruno, a painter, makes a love amulet (“brieve”) for
Calandrino. Don C. Skemer observes, ‘since such efforts require certain magic
rituals to be effective, Bruno secures a live bat, frankincense, and a candle
blessed by a priest before preparing the amulet containing characters (‘con
alquante cateratte’), written with or without a written exemplar, on a small
piece of virgin parchment.’88 In this tale, Boccaccio comments on the general
availability of these objects, counting on the reader’s familiarity with their
purpose and design to provoke a laugh at poor Calandrino’s expense. The
popularity of textual amulets for their presumed efficacy, however, cannot be
underestimated. Three such amulets from the mid-fifteenth century in the
Archivio dell’Ospedale Maggiore of Milan include a list of the names of God,

86 As n. 15.
87 SKEMER 2006.
88 Ibid., p. 178–185.
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‘a mixture of terms, used as magic words – Latin, Greek, and Hebrew –
although corrupted and confused (if not a total invention), defined within
the so-called ‘Ephesia grammata’ [Ephesian words].’89 The painters of the
Sala Magna, although capable of crafting similar fragile amulets, have instead
consulted a great variety of handwriting and materials in order to plant multi-
ple kinds of textual amulets within the baronial palace of the Chiaromonte.

Although primarily described as ‘secular’, this label does not adequately
account for the careful selection of religious imagery and the inclusion of
meaningful texts – prayers, apocrypha, and pseudowriting – on the ceiling.
Questioning whether the palace’s programme serves a ‘secular’ or ‘sacred’
purpose prevents a holistic appreciation of the conscious addition of apotro-
paia to the Sala Magna or the victorious manifestation of St. George conquer-
ing the dragon. The importance of this palace, one that served in both
domestic and official spheres, demands that practical precautions were
taken to ensure that its occupants, Manfredi, the king’s grand admiral, his
family, and guests were safeguarded against misfortune. During the second
half of the fourteenth century, war, plague, and natural disasters continually
seized the city; however, the Chiaromonte emerged in the 1360s and 1370s
secure and in possession of a large portion of the island. To ensure that the
family remained unscathed, Manfredi III acted prudently, begging for the
Virgin’s intervention against evil, recommitting the family to St. George,
memorializing the heroic defense of Christianity and Sicily from Islam, and
marking the heart of the home with protective texts. In addition to over-
whelming visitors with an encyclopaedic quantity of chivalric, epic, and
biblical tales, the Sala Magna’s painted ceiling extended the promise of
protection, a vital necessity for a baron seeking to maintain his family’s
magnificence in late medieval Sicily.
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